This "millennial issue" of the Royal Society\'s history of science journal differs little from normal issues except in the content of the customary brief preface by the then editor, Sir Alan Cook FRS. When *Notes and Records of the Royal Society* began under the anonymous editorship of the then librarian, H W Robinson, it was conceived as an "in house" periodical detailing the current affairs of the Society (now long since transferred elsewhere) together with some brief historical notes, to be distributed exclusively to Fellows. By 1940 it had begun to be what it has remained, a learned journal devoted to any aspect of the Society and its Fellows, with articles by both Fellows and non-Fellows and normal rules of subscription. Since 1960 it has been edited by a (named) Fellow with the assistance of a committee or advisory board (nowadays named in each issue) always containing some historians of science or medicine. The journal now appears three times a year and the previously sober cover has been replaced by an attractively coloured and illustrated one, different for each issue. The prevailing tone tends to be factual rather than analytical so that it usefully complements existing professional journals.

Although articles on medical Fellows (who were most numerous in the nineteenth century) are not common in *Notes and Records*, there are usually some biologically orientated articles well worth reading. Here are a dozen mostly short articles together with a book review (usually several), the annual Anniversary address by the President (Sir Aaron Klug) and a note by a member of staff on Jstor, which permits access to the Society\'s scientific journals since their commencement in 1665. Readers of *Medical History* can surely find the general articles here of interest, these being 'The history of science and the image of science' by William Shea, who considers briefly the public attitudes to science at the present time; an intriguing survey of "Predictions", a well-chosen review of the (mostly erroneous) attempts by distinguished scientists to predict likely and unlikely achievements in science and technology, by John Meurig Thomas FRS; and 'History of science and technology in education and training in Europe' by Professor Claude Debru of Paris, an abstract of a lecture given at an international conference on the subject. There are also a number of articles for biologists: Brian Ford on 'The Royal Society and the microscope', a well illustrated account of its history from 1663 to the present, best on the later period; Graham E Budd on the ideas of various Royal Society Fellows on palaeontology, from the seventeenth century to the present, also best on the later period (specifically note 5 is incorrect and the citation is erroneous); G E Fogg FRS, 'The Royal Society and the South Seas', the longest article and the most like usual articles in the journal, an excellent factual survey; and two brief articles by the editor, 'Pictures of plants illustrating exotic collections' (in the Society\'s archives) and 'Royal weather' surveying a few of the Society\'s contributions to meteorology. Less relevant are two further articles by the editor, 'Time and the Royal Society' and 'The centenary of the National Physical Laboratory,' and 'Zenographic longitude systems and Jupiter\'s differential rotation' by Raymond Hide, only for the mathematically and astronomically competent.
